Masterminding
WOMEN in INNOVATION

with Kristiina Hiukka, Founder & Chief Coaching Officer

womenininnovation.org
The Benefits

• More Brain Power
• More Perspectives
• More Questions
• More Resources
• More Accountability
• More Fun
Masterminding Online

• Pick a group focus & personal goal
• Commit to helping others by sharing and offering your resources and ideas
• Share what you need
• Listen with an open mind
• Agree on ground rules
Masterminding Rules

- Meet regularly: 1st and third Monday, 4pm
- Set an agenda
- Confidentiality
- Give each member equal time – or not
- How do we interrupt
- Ask questions
- Capture what you agreed & committed to
Start Masterminding

THINK:
• What Are You Working On?
• What Are You Learning?
• What Do You Need Help With?

SHARE:
• How can I…?

LISTEN, CHOOSE & COMMIT TO AN ACTION
Are you In?

http://www.womenininovation.org
Masterminding

Take your ideas to innovation! Get unstuck with valuable support from your peers – NOW!

2 x Month for 5 Months:

Start July 8th  End November 25th

4pm PST/Google + for max. 9

$99 – less than ten bucks a session!
Masterminding
WOMEN in INNOVATION
Email: Kristiina@ womenininnovation.org
Phone: 425.462.6613